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Incident Report Form 
Nature Foundation St Maarten (NF) 

 
Incident name: GEBE Heavy Fuel Oil spill 
Date: Tuesday the 13th of July 2021 
Time: 8.30am until 7pm 
Staff members NFSXM involved: Melanie Meijer zu Schlochtern (Manager), Leslie Hickerson 
(Education Outreach officer), Star Peterson (Ranger), Alice Manley (Project coordinator), 
Sabrine Brismeur (intern) 
Involved organizations: Coastguard, Maritime Affairs TEATT, VROMI inspection, GEBE manager,   
Involved persons: Mr. Matilda and Mr. Hercules (coastguard), Paul Ellinger (Maritime Affairs), 
Mario Jones (VROMI Inspection), Maurice Dembrook (GEBE).  
NFSXM equipment used: Vessel, gasoline, gps, vhf, 1000 absorbent pads, 5 booms, oil 
barrel/drum, garbage bags, 6 degreasers, cleaning soap, personal clothes, brushes, tapelines, 
20 reusable gloves, 3 packages of disposable gloves, 2 boat pickup sticks, 2 plastic rakes, hook 
stick, phone and phone credit.  
 

Summary of the incident: 
On Tuesday the 13th of July 2021 at 8.30am, the Nature Foundation received a phone call from a 
concerned dive school about a ‘very bad’ oil spill emerging from Cay Bay. During the call, several other 
dive schools called to inform about the same situation addressing the spill as ‘huge oil spill coming 
outside the bay’. The Foundation staff directly packed the boat and rushed out to Cay Bay, along the 
way the coast guard was waiting by the bridge to respond to the same incident.  
 
Upon arrival at the location at 8.45am, a very thick large dark stream of oil was recorded originating 
from Cay Bay stretching out into the ocean in the direction of the dive site ‘The Bridge’. It was 
determined that the very thick oil, contains diesel and it was learned it is called heavy fuel oil, used for 
the generators to produce electricity. The oil spill was clearly emerging from GEBE powerplant, after 
liaison with the coastguard it was confirmed that the spill was coming from GEBE, as the coastguard also 
had a patrol located at the powerplant. The overwhelming fumes of the fuel spill were clearly noticed by 
all staff on the boat, after some time the fumes were causing nausea or headache by some of the staff. 
Within short after arriving at the scene, the coast guard informed NF about the thick layer of oil which 
was already present on the hull of the boat.  
The Nature Foundation vessel was able to follow the fuel spill upon the presumed end of the spill, which 
was located further than the dive site ‘the bridge’ and more than 2 nautical miles from shore. It was 
challenging to determine the end of the spill as at that location the fuel was distributed and scattered 
considerably over the ocean surface. Based on the coordinates collected of the locations of the fuel spill, 
a map of the area affected by the spill has been drafted, see figure 1. The coverage of the spill was 
estimated to have affected about 9 km² of ocean surface and extended up to at least 4 km from shore, 
based on the assessment made on the 13th of July 2021.  
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Figure 1. Shows the minimum affected area due to the heavy fuel oil spill originating from GEBE powerplant on 
Tuesday the 13th of July 2021. Location have been taking during the day of the 13th of July, the oil spill had scattered 
and traveled off St. Maarten into the Caribbean Sea during the night. 

 
As soon as the size of the oil spill was assessed, NF started to cleanup some of the oil using their supplies 
of absorbent booms and pads, gloves, sticks and containment container. Absorbent pads and booms 
were deployed, and they were recollected when fully absorbed, which happened very quickly due to the 
large spill. During the assessment of the size of the fuel spill and cleanup, the Nature Foundation (NF) 
communicated, informed and reached out to several authorities, including Coastguard, Maritime Affairs, 
VROMI inspection and GEBE itself.  
 
Several attempts were made to contact GEBE, however those attempts were not successful, until the 
coastguard provided NF with the phone number of the manager of GEBE. NF requested the GEBE 
manager to send out a company to help cleanup in the ocean, however later in the afternoon NF was 
informed by the GEBE manager that they had reached out to KMS Koole, which indicted they could not 
assist. No other cleanup activities were executed by GEBE to attempt to cleanup anything of the large 
spill which was located in the ocean. In addition, the Foundation was glad to see that GEBE hired Aquatic 
Solutions and set out booms to collect oil around their spill site late Tuesday morning, however the 
efforts were limited due to the size of the incident. The crew consisting of one small boat, had used oil 
absorbing materials to try to contain the oil at the source that was continuing to leak into the 
environment. Although NF is glad that this small effort was made, there were no cleanup activities 
executed (or hired) by GEBE any further than approx. 250 meters from the source. Professional 
equipment and trained staff are needed in order to respond to incidents of this nature, it is essential to 
deploy containment methods in an early stage when any type of spill occurs.  
 
The Foundation tried to mitigate the spill using the extent of its available absorbent supplies. However, 
the size of the spill required immediate professional clean-up in order to contain the spill before it 
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washed out to sea, unfortunately professional containment was not available. The Nature Foundation 
used more than 1000 absorbent pads and several absorbent booms in order to absorb some of the fuel; 
an estimated amount of 1% has been cleaned up. Besides Nature Foundation's Patrol boat only private 
boats were assisting out on the ocean, which included a small local boat, Sebastien Brismeur with his 
boat Champagne and IGY Marina with a dinghy, who were all trying to mitigate the effects of the spill 
out at sea. Thanks to these brave locals who risked their own boat and equipment with cleaning up the 
heavy diesel spill.  
 
The Nature Foundation worked all day on Tuesday in order to try to mitigate some of the effects of the 
large fuel spill. Until 5pm Foundation staff collected fully absorbed pads and booms, without food or a 
break. Upon return at the marina, another two hours and much degreaser was needed to clean the 
inside of the boat. The hull of the NF boat shows major amounts of oil attached, costs will need to be 
made to haul the boat out and clean the hull from the large amounts of the oil.  
  
On Wednesday the 14th of July 2021 the Nature Foundation team has done both a beach and ocean 
patrol to assess the situation in regard to the massive oil spill that occurred the day before. Due to the 
wind and ocean current, there are limited areas in our terrestrial waters that still show signs of the spill, 
meaning that the remaining oil has scattered out and will continue to have a devastating effect on 
marine and bird life out in the Caribbean Sea until it reaches shore somewhere else. NF recorded that 
most of the clumped heavy fuel oil had drifted out to sea far beyond St. Maarten’s territory, while some 
very small amounts of residue remain. The Foundation was also pleased to continue to see Aquatic 
Solutions hired by GEBE cleaning up any left residues around the source.  
 
The Nature Foundation would like to stress that although the oil can no longer be seen from shore, this 
does not mean that it disappeared and there are no consequences. Unfortunately, the spill will still have 
huge effects on the environment. It can have an effect on sea turtles trying to get a breath on the 
surface, or marine mammals and birds trying to hunt, and the entire marine ecosystem it encounters. 
This was no small matter and its effect can be long lasting in the Caribbean Sea.  
 
The Nature Foundation considers the incident to be a major oil spill containing heavy fuel oil which is 
used for the generators to produce electricity. The situation could be called horrendous and an 
environmental disaster, as sea birds, sea turtles, marine mammals and fishes can have serious 
consequences from the heavy oil out in the ocean.  
 
The Foundation is appreciative to hear from GEBE that the company will reimburse the costs made 
during the clean-up.  NF will provide GEBE with an invoice of spent cost and quotations to renew used 
materials such as absorbent pads and booms and gloves.  
 

Biological and environmental info: 

Heavy fuel oil has dire consequences for wildlife and will undoubtedly affect marine life such as sea 
birds, sea turtles, and marine mammals in the open ocean. Whether it is present in St. Maarten’s shores 
or not, oil spills are environmentally devastating and can poison and kill wildlife, contaminate food 
sources, and disrupt biological growth. The Nature Foundation is additionally concerned that the heavy 
fuel oil, traveling southwest with the winds, will wash up on the shores of other Caribbean islands.  
 
Heavy fuel oil is a thick, toxic, tar-like substance that solidifies rapidly and is difficult, if not impossible, to 
remove from particular materials. Heavy fuel oil (HFO) is a high viscosity, black oil popularly used as a 
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marine fuel for its comparatively inexpensive costs. The environmental consequences of HFO are both 
immediate and long-term. HFO is positively buoyant in warm Caribbean waters and will remain at the 
surface in sticky clumps and patches until spilling onto land. Additionally, it is slow to evaporate and 
stabilizes in water, ensuring its longevity in the ocean. HFO presents life-threatening challenges for 
marine life for epipelagic (upper open ocean) and intertidal (coastal) dwelling species. 
 
HFO pollutes sand, rocks, and roots on coastlines, depriving ecosystem-critical plants and algae of the 
oxygen and sunlight that they need to survive. The presence of oil may alter natural bottom-up trophic 
cascades, an ecological phenomenon that occurs when various interactions between primary species 
help regulate the environment. For example, the mass death of a critical algae species might help 
collapse a food chain when the fish who eat it starve. 
 
HFO is most notorious for its ability to smother animals, being extremely difficult to remove from 
feathers, shells, scales, and skin. Oil deteriorates the water repellency of bird feathers and prevents 
species from thermoregulating their body. Many species will become poisoned by inhalation or 
ingestion of the dangerous HFO while swimming through it or cleaning themselves. HFO, especially in its 
agglomerated (solidified) form, is additionally, mistaken for food by animals such as sea turtles. The food 
chain ensures that many animals poisoned by HFO will be consumed by predator species, who in turn 
are sickened by the ingestion of an HFO-loaded food source. 
 
Beyond the immediate physical risks of inhalation, ingestion, or coverage in HFO, the oil threatens the 
genetic, generational, and reproductive health of many species such as fish, shellfish, and coral. As a 
toxin, HFO affects the growth and health of plants and animals by reducing their fertility, weakening 
their offspring, and altering their physical characteristics (e.g., enlarged or defective organs). Species 
such as sea birds, sea turtles, crabs, fish, and marine mammals such as dolphins and whales are all 
affected. While HFO does not readily evaporate or spread, and its atmospheric impact is less concerning, 
it is often mixed with lighter fuels. Given the colorful sheen and thinning of parts of the G.E.B.E. oil spill, 
it is possible that the HFO included other types of oil, which introduce their own environmental 
concerns. In general, lighter fuels are easily distributed in deeper water columns, significantly more toxic 
if ingested. 
 

Legislation: 
• Waste (water) ordinance: For the protection of the environment and the burden thereof by 

limiting and avoiding as far as possible waste water and to lay down rules for this with regard to 
waste water [National Ordinance Wastewater]. “Article 9; prohibition: 1. It is prohibited to 
discharge waste water without a permit from the minister”. 
https://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/xhtmloutput/historie/Sint%20Maarten/208544
/208544_3.html 

• National Ordinance on Maritime Management: laying down rules for the management of the 
maritime areas in Sint Maarten 
https://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/xhtmloutput/historie/Sint%20Maarten/142339
/142339_2.html.   

• Sea turtles and Marine mammals are protected species on St. Maarten and are on serious threat 
due to oil spills: Local St. Maarten’s legislation: ‘Protected animal and plant species are all 
animal and plant species belonging to the native fauna or flora, listed in Annex I of the Bonn 
Convention, Annexes I and II of the SPAW Protocol, Annex I of the CITES Convention and 
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Annexes I and II to the Turtle Convention’ (National Decree on Nature Management and 
Protection Article 16). 
- COUNTRY REGULATION laying down rules for the management of nature and the protection of 
the animal and plant species occurring therein [National Ordinance Foundations Nature 
Management and Protection] 
https://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/xhtmloutput/historie/Sint%20Maarten/142263
/142263_2.html  
- COUNCIL DECISION, CONCERNING GENERAL MEASURES, containing rules on the management 
and protection of flora and fauna and nature parks [National Decree on Nature Management 
and Protection] 
https://decentrale.regelgeving.overheid.nl/cvdr/xhtmloutput/historie/Sint%20Maarten/207435
/207435_1.html 

• Sint Maarten is assigned to the Cartagena Convention which include the Oil spill and LBS 
protocol https://www.unep.org/cep/who-we-are/cartagena-convention  

 
Recommendations: 
In case of environmental emergencies such as oil and fuel spills, rapid response is critical. The 
observations from Nature Foundation indicate that several hours had passed before the leak of the pipe 
was stopped, causing fuel to travel as much as 4 km from the GEBE powerplant. In this situation it was 
learned that GEBE had not much emergency equipment available (such as a boat, containment booms, 
absorbent pads and booms) or an emergency plan to stop the spill or mitigate the effects. An extensive 
arsenal of equipment and manpower to immediately and effectively contain and clean up oil and fuel 
spills should be present at companies dealing with oil and fuel. Especially rapid deployment of a 
containment boom is critical, as this could have contained the spill in one location, increasing success of 
cleanup efforts. By containing the oil, more time is available to remove the oil, pads, absorbent booms 
and skimmers and dispose of the products properly.  
 
Recommendations to implement for GEBE and other companies working with environmental hazards 
such as oil and fuel: 

• Ensure rapid response from employees on any oil or fuel leaks.  

• Ensure to have sufficient equipment available to stop and repair oil and fuel leaks. 

• Large containment booms, boat and a team need to be available to respond directly upon any 
oil or fuel leak/spill.  

• Emergency equipment need to be available including absorbent pads, absorbent booms, 
collection drum and oil skimmers.  

• Arrange proper disposal of absorb pads, booms and oil prior to any incident or emergency.  

• Implement and enforce an effective an extensive protocol to respond on oil and fuel spills. 

• Train involved staff in rapid response and equipment handling. 

• Adequate inspection and maintenance of pipes and storage of oil and fuel, to prevent breakage 
and spills in the future. 

• Implement maintenance schedule for pipes and storage of fuel and oil. 

• Hold regular emergency drills with staff that are part of the response team. Involve outside 
organizations that would be present in these situations and drills (ie- Maritime Affairs, Coast 
Guard, VROMI Inspection, Nature Foundation). 

 
We recommend the authorities to investigate the cause of the leak and breakage of the pipe, neglect 
and inadequate maintenance could be a plausible cause of the leak. Inadequate implementing of 
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protocols to protect the environment and failure to properly respond to a serious environmental 
incident consisting of fuel and oil leaks into the ocean, should lead to consequences for the responsible 
company.  
 
The Nature Foundation urges to any companies working with environmentally hazardous materials and 
all governmental authorities to take adequate measurements, including available emergency equipment 
and protocols, to prevent this sort of environmental catastrophe from occurring in the future. It is 
recommended to ensure that companies working with environmental hazards have their emergency 
equipment and protocols in place before they begin operating. 
 

Pictures: 
8:30am: Nature Foundation crew responds to calls from concerned citizens regarding the oil spill.  
9:00am: Nature Foundation arrives at the scene to find massive amounts of oil heading out into the 
ocean. 
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9:30am: Nature Foundation marks the spread of the oil using GPS coordinates measuring a distance of 
+/- 4 kilometers. 
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9:45 – 10:30am: Nature Foundation places oil absorbing materials into the ocean and assess area of 
spill. 
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10:30-12:00pm: Nature Foundation crew removes oil absorbing materials from the sea to be disposed. 
 

  
 
12:00pm-1:00pm: Nature Foundation returned used materials to shore and restocked materials. 

    
 
1:00pm: Nature Foundation crew returned to the scene. Private vessels began to arrive and assist in 
the cleanup. 
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1:00-1:30pm: Nature Foundation crew assisted in the clean-up of materials placed in the water by 
private vessels and continued to place and remove oil absorbing pads in the area extending 4km from 
GEBE. 
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4:00-6:30pm: Nature Foundation returned to the dock to remove oil absorbing materials from the sea 
to be disposed and to clean the dry surfaces of the Nature Foundation boat. Hull of the boat will need 
to be cleaned another day. 

  
 
Quote of a Volunteer: “This was no small oil spill, this was massive. Seeing the pictures on Facebook 
could not compare to seeing it in-person. At the most concentrated zones, the oil was thick and clumped 
together in large pools spreading farther into the sea. The Nature Foundation team had oil absorbent 
pads in the water which we later then collected, but in some areas the oil was so thick, we ended up 
using rakes to pick up the sludge-like substance and remove it by hand into the trash bags. After a few 
hours, I was covered in oil and feeling nauseous from the heavy fumes it emitted. It was quite clear that 
our mere resources and equipment were not nearly sophisticated enough to handle the severity of the 
crisis we had on hand.” 
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Overview pictures from land showing the oil spill originating from GEBE. 
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